The Alectris integrated care of solar PV assets approach is engineered to identify risks and secure profit delivery in every stage of your solar PV plant ownership.
Finally I am glad to say that I found a good and professional O&M contractor. I was extremely skeptical at the beginning due to a very bad previous experience. Alectris immediately took steps to improve the production of my PV plants following a rigorous analysis, and the benefits were notable, significant and durable. We have been working together for more than a year now and I am completely satisfied.

Michele Romanin Jacur
General Manager
GRU.CO. S.r.l.

Experience the integrated care approach Alectris has developed to manage and maintain your solar photovoltaic (PV) plant portfolio. The comprehensive suite of Alectris services reduces the risk and delivers maximum financial returns for solar investors and plant owners regardless of site location. Powered by ACTIS, the company’s award winning proprietary solar asset management and monitoring platform, Alectris provides a full service approach to solar asset protection, including solar operations and maintenance, asset management, checkup and diagnostic, engineering and improvement services. Performance excellence is the company’s mission, empowering it to re-define operations and maintenance (O&M) and outperform client expectations.

Our integrated solar operations, maintenance and asset management services deliver profit preservation for your portfolio:

- We are focused solely on the care of your solar PV asset portfolio.
- Our solar asset care services are proven. Our capabilities were honed in the European solar market and are now in operation on over 400 solar PV plants worldwide.
- Our integrated suite of solar PV care services reduce risk and increase energy generation at every stage of solar PV plant construction and operation. At the core of our unique and comprehensive approach to the care of solar PV energy assets, is ACTIS (Asset Control Telemetry Information System), our award winning solar enterprise resource planning platform (Solar ERP). ACTIS delivers an integrated platform of solar investor and plant owner benefits and is currently used in more than 350MWp.

Integrated Solar PV O&M and Asset Management Services

The Alectris integrated care services are engineered to identify risks and secure profit delivery in every stage of your solar PV plant ownership.

Alectris

Integrated Solar PV O&M and Asset Management Services

4MWp GRU.CO Portfolio
4 Sites of 1MWp Each

24MWp Georgia Power
Initial U.S. Based O&M Management Portfolio

* Map indicates number of PV plants under management.